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CONDUCTANCE TRANSIENTS ONTO DENDRITIC SPINES
IN A SEGMENTAL CABLE MODEL OF HIPPOCAMPAL
NEURONS
DENNIS A. TURNER
Institute ofNeurophysiology, University ofOslo, Oslo 1, Norway
ABSTRACT Dendritic shaft (Zd) and spine (Z,p) input impedances were computed numerically for sites on
hippocampal neurons, using a segmental format of cable calculations. The Z,p values for a typical spine appended onto a
dendritic shaft averaged <2% higher than the Zd values for the adjacent dendritic shaft. Spine synaptic inputs were
simulated by a brief conductance transient, which possessed a time integral of 12 x 10`' S ims. This input resulted in
an average peak spine response of 20 mV for both dentate granule neurons and CAl pyramidal cells. The average spine
transient was attenuated <2% in conduction across the spine neck, considering peak voltage, waveform parameters, and
charge transfer. The spine conductance transient resulted in an average somatic response of 100 lsV in the dentate
granule neurons, because of passive electrotonic propagation. The same input transient was also applied to proximal and
distal sites on CAI pyramidal cells. The predicted responses at the soma demonstrated a clear difference between the
proximal and distal inputs, in terms of both peak voltage and waveform parameters. Thus, the main determinant of the
passive propagation of transient electrical signals in these neurons appears to be dendritic branching rather than signal
attenuation through the spine neck.
INTRODUCTION ence between the membrane potential and the equilibrium
Dendritic spines are the major postsynaptic structure for potential for that synapse) (Barrett and Crill, 1974; Koch
excitatory inputs in hippocampus (Cotman et al., 1973; and Poggio, 1983; Rinzel and Rall, 1974). The resulting
Fifkova and Anderson, 1981; Miukwitz, 1976; Scheibel voltage transient at the input site can be derived numeri-
and Scheibel, 1968; Westrum and Balckstad, 1962). How- cally (Norman, 1972). Several analytical methods can
ever, because of the physiological inaccessibility and small predict the propagation of transient potentials throughout
size of spines, direct evaluation of spine function has not a branched dendritic structure (Barrett and Crill, 1974;
been feasible. Several reports have suggested the concept Horwitz, 1981; Jack and Redman, 1971; Norman, 1972;
of electrical attenuation across the small neck of a den- Redman, 1973; Rinzel and Rall, 1974). However, most of
dritic spine (Crick, 1982; Diamond et al., 1971; Fifkova these methods require symmetry of branching, lumping of
and Anderson, 1981; Fifkova and Van Harreveld, 1977; branching elements, or adherence to the equivalent cylin-
Koch and Poggio, 1983; Purpura, 1974; Rall, 1974). The der assumption, which may not hold in these hippocampal
thinnest portion of a spine neck measures slightly greater neurons (Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983). Thus, I
than 0.10 ,um in both CAl pyramids (Lee et al., 1980; have implemented the segmental format of cable calcula-
Westrum and Blackstad, 1962) and dentate granule neu- tions because the analysis included both an arbitrary
rons (Fifkova and Anderson, 1981; Fifkova and Van branching pattern and dendritic spines (Turner, 1984).
Harreveld, 1977). Because of this small size, the spine neck An excitatory input signal onto a dendritic spine can be
has been suggested to represent the largest core resistance treated in two separate steps. The first step is the interac-
in a neuron (Rall, 1974). If such is the case, the spine neck tion of a transient conductance change and the spine input
would be an important gating mechanism for synaptic impedance, which results in a spine voltage transient. The
inputs, because of large signal attenuation. second step is the propagation of a transient potential to the
In a steady state evaluation of these hypotheses, Turner soma or recording site. The goal of this report is to describe
and Schwartzkroin (1983) found little or no signal attenu- the initiation and propagation of a dendritic spine potential
ation across the spine neck, using typical electron micro- in a segmental cable model. This study considers both the
scopic (EM) dimensions for hippocampus. However, a potency of mid-molecular layer synapses onto dentate
more realistic method of simulating synapses involves a granule cells and the relative efficacy of distal and proxi-
time-dependent conductance change, which causes a cur- mal CAl pyramidal neuron synapses. Certain features of
rent flow proportional to the driving potential (the differ- these dendritic trees do follow, and other features do not
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follow, the more general predictions of the equivalent the conductance change, g(T), followed the normalized equation:
cylinder models (Horwitz, 1981; Jack and Redman, 1971; g(T) gpx Texp(l x T), (3)
Rinzel and Rall, 1974). As found with steady state analysis
(Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1983), there is minimal signal where g(T) is a function of normalized time T (T = tir), a peak
attenuation of voltage transients across the spine neck in conductance change, gp, and a coefficient, a. The peak time is reached at
these two classes of hippocampal neurons. Preliminary T - 1/cc. The value of cx was chosen for this study to be 50, which is in the
midrange of values described for motoneurons (12-100) (Barrett and
reports of this work have been published as abstracts Crill, 1974; lansek and Redman, 1973; Jacket al., 1971; Rall, 1967). The
(Turner, 1982, 1983). transient in Eq. 3 has a time course identical to, but a magnitude different
from, that employed by Jack et al. (1971).
METHODS The impulse response Z(m AT) was first derived for a particulardendritic site of electrotonic distance X, after a Fourier transform of the
frequency-dependent impedance Z,p (Zqp = l/Y,p). Second, the impulse
Experimental Techniques response was convolved with the transient conductance change of Eq. 3:
The experimental techniques have been presented in detail in the n-I
preceding report (Turner, 1984). The cells upon which these calculations V(X, kAT) = E Z(mAT) g[(k - m)AT]
m -ohave been based included CAl pyramids (n = 4) and dentate granule
neurons (n = 4). fVq-V(X,[(k-m)- ]ATIAT. (4)
The resulting voltage response at this site, V(X, kAT) was a function of
Cable Calculations discrete increments of time, kAT (k in the range of 0 to n - 1). This
equation specifically included the reduction of the driving potential
caused by the fixed equilibrium potential (Vq). The number of elements
Dendritic Input Impedances. Dendritic shaft (Zd) and spine in the convolution, n, was chosen to be 4,096. This number of elements
(Z,p) input impedances were evaluated by the segmental cable method allowed the time increment to be sufficiently small (AT = 2.9 x I0-' r) to
presented in the preceding report (Turner, 1984). The direct path of cable include the fast decay of the dendritic responses and to decrease the
segments from the input site to the soma was first defined with an integration error to <1%.
algorithm. This segment path (including side branches and their
respective admittances) was next evaluated from the soma outward. The
terminating admittance of the proximal dendritic trunk consisted of Voltage Transfer. The overall voltage transfer (VT.p) from
loading caused by the soma and other major dendrites. Voltage attenua- an input site to the soma was expressed as a function of frequency,
tion [V (0, s)/ V (1, s)] and input admittance Y (0, s) for each segment applying Eq. 1 segment by segment and then inverting the overall product
were defined, as functions of angular frequency [q = (1 + s)1/2; (voltage transfer is the inverse of attenuation). This frequency response
s = jwr]: was inverted to a function of normalized time using the reverse Fourier
transform (Eq. 14 of Turner, 1984; also discussed by Norman, 1972). The
V(O, s)/ V(l, s) = cosh(qX) + Y* (1, s) sinh(qX); (1) transient potential at the dendritic site, V(X, kAT) (from Eq. 4) was
convolved with the voltage transfer response, which resulted in the
q sinh(qX) + Y* (1, s) cosh(qX) 1 predicted voltage transient at the soma. Thus, these calculations followedY(O, s) = ()I a two-stage sequence. The first stage was the convolution of the excitatory
riX [cosh(qX) + Y' (1, s) sinh(qX) J conductance transient with the input impedance, Z(mAT). The second
stage involved the propagation of the spine voltage potential from the
The distal end of each segment was defined as x = 0 and the proximal den sitet the soma,auion thevotae vtan e rpotnse fthe
end (toward the soma) as x = 1. The electrotonic distance for each r
segment, X, was defined asX = l/X, where A = [(dRm)/(4Ri)J'12. d is the
segment diameter, Rm is the specific membrane resistance, R; is the Synaptic Efficacy. The voltage peaks at the dendritic site
specific internal resistivity, and Y* is the normalized terminating admit- and after transfer to the soma were compared, giving a ratio of transient
tance, here assumed to be 0 (Turner, 1984). voltage transfer. The input charge (Q,) was calculated directly from the
The short spine neck was considered to be a cable segment, and the integral of the input current, considering the input signal to be a
spine head was treated as a lumped admittance proportional to its surface conductance change:
area (as discussed in Turner, 1984). The same transient input was applied
directly to either a dendritic shaft or a dendritic spine appended at that n -I n-I
site. Comparison of these two inputs indicated the relative efficacy of Q,n-c = E
shaft and spine inputs. The spine dimensions used in this analysis were the k-O m-O
same for the CAI pyramidal cells and the dentate granule neurons. These g[(k - ) AT] IV., - V(X, [(k - m) - 11 AT)} AT. (5)
dimensions were corrected for EM shrinkage, which was -409o. The spine
neck diameter was assumed to be 0.17 gm, the spine neck length 0.67 Mm, However, the charge injected was also calculated from the voltage
and the head surface area 1.12 Am2. These dimensions follow EM reports integral (Qin-:
of minimum neck dimensions in CAl pyramidal cells (Lee et al., 1980; n-i
Westrum and Blackstad, 1962) and dentate granule neurons (Fifkova Qi v 5 V(X, kAT) AT/ZSp. (6)
and Anderson, 1981; Fifkova and Van Harreveld, 1977). The spine k-o
dimensions were chosen to closely approximate EM reports of hippocam-
The main difference between the two numerical estimates of chargepal spine measurements. injection was the length of integration. The input conductance change(cx = 50) decreased to essentially 0 by T = 0.157. Thus, all of the charge
Conductance Transient Inputs. Excitatory synaptic inputs injection (Eq. 5) was finished by that time. However, the voltage response
were simulated with a smooth conductance change, similar to that to theconductancechange, V(X, kAT), hadalong tail outto several time
suggested by Rall (1967) and Rinzel and Rall (1974). The time course of constants. The somatic response to a dendritic input (Qm- v) was also
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evaluated with Eq. 6. The period of integration of either the dendritic or A B
somatic potential was adjusted to include >99% of the total charge by
altering the time span of the convolution.
Waveform parameters of the somatic response to a dendritic input were
also evaluated. These included the 10-90% rise time, the time to peak,
and the halfwidth, all expressed in normalized time (Jack and Redman,
1971; Rall, 1967). Thus, as summarized by Rinzel and Rall (1974), there
are several theoretical estimates of synaptic potency: the very low
transient voltage transfer (-0 1%), the small steady state voltage transfer
(1%), and the greater charge transfer (-50%). The main considerations
of this study were the peak voltage achieved at the soma and the charge
transfer contributed to the soma, both in response to a dendritic input.
The transient conductance change (Eq. 3) was also directly applied to
the soma in the segmental model. Since the somatic input admittance was
so high, the nonlinearity caused by reduction of the driving potential in
Eq. 4 was small, simulating a current input. The degree of nonlinearity for
a dendritic input was derived by comparing the same transient input
applied either to a dendritic site or to the soma. The integration for this
comparison was performed on the summated charge factor, Qi c. This FIGURE I (A) Camera lucida drawing of a horseradish peroxidase
nonlinearity factor depended mainly on the spine input resistance. Thus, a (HRP)-stained dentate granule neuron from a previous study (Turner
larger voltage response at a dendritic site resulted in an increased amount and Schwartzkroin, 1983). The scalerepresents 100 im. The two
of charge loss, because of the reduction of the driving potential (Rinzel horizontal bars demarcate the dendritic structure into proximal, middle,
and Rall, 1974). and distal thirds. Dendritic spine sites were selected at random from the
The validity of the model was checked into two separate ways. The first middle i of the molecular layer (n h72 total). These inputs sites were
involved the generation of an exponential decay. The second method used in the analysis of the dentate quantal responses (see text). (B) A
derived transient potentials for an analytically defined equivalent cylinder camera lucida tracing of a CA1 pyramidal neuron from a previous study
neuron (Rinzel and Rall, 1974). The particular neuron tested possessed (Turnerand Schwartzkroin, 1980).The5scalerepresents 100am.rThegtwo
six identical dendrites and 366 segments with a terminating diameter of sets of horizontal bars portray 50-Mm-wide proximal and distal regions of
0.20 Mm. The terminating electrotonic distance was defined as l.OX. The the dendritic tree. Spine input sites were selected from the proximal and
small time and large time response functions of Rinzel and Rall (1974; distal regions (enclosed by the horizontal bars). The electrical parameters
Eqs. 21, 22, 24, and 25) were calculated and compared with the segmental for these regions are presented in Table I.
model inputs, for similar sites. Both steady state and transient factors
agreed within 1% for the two different numerical estimates of the same
dendritic inputs.
observations of EPSPs and to allow direct comparison of
simulated results with experiment.
RESULTS Input impedances for dendritic sites were calculated as
DendriticInput Impedances described in Methods. Fig. 2 presents frequency-amplitudeDendritic Input Impedances plots of the absolute value of input impedance ( I Zp, I) for
Fig. 1 presents the geometric neuronal regions from which representative spine sites. Fig. 2 A demonstrates a ZSP
dendritic sites were selected. These regions were chosen to plot for a dentate granule neuron. The high and low Z p
allow direct comparison to reported physiological studies. plots in Fig. 2 A are both complex functions of frequency.
Fig. 1 A illustrates a dentate granule neuron after intracel- Both Zsp functions, however, reached a steady decline of
lular staining with horseradish peroxidase (Turner and 20 dB/decade at a frequency of - 2 x I0, which indicates
Schwartzkroin, 1983). The horizontal lines demarcate the relatively little high-frequency loss. These two sites pos-
proximal, middle, and distal thirds of the dendritic tree. sessed the same electrotonic distance (X) to the soma, X =
Dendritic sites (n = 72) were selected at random from the 0.54X, but were located on different-sized branches. The
middle third of the dendritic trees of four such granule Z,p values varied considerably among dendritic spines
cells. These boundaries were selected to simulate "quan- possessing the same X values because of large differences
tal" synaptic events evoked physiologically within a similar in the surrounding branching pattern. Separate values
region (Crunelli et al., 1982; McNaughton, 1980; were calculated for a dendritic shaft site (Zd) and for the
McNaughton et al., 1981). impedance into a dendritic spine appended at that site
The representative CAl pyramidal cell shown in Fig. (Zsp)- These two values differed approximately by the
1 B illustrates the two anatomical regions selected for value of the spine stem impedance (Z.) (Rall, 1974). For
simulation of excitatory synaptic inputs (EPSPs). The two the present spine dimensions (d = 0.17 ,um and I = 0.67
sets of horizontal bars demarcate proximal and distal Am), Z. was derived to be 22.1 Mg, using the assumed
bands, each selected to be 50 um wide. In four CAl value of 75Q*cm for the internal resistivity, Ri.
pyramids, 36 proximal and 36 distal sites were chosen. This The Zd and Zsp values ranged from -3 to 150 times the
selection of proximal and distal regions mimics physiolog- input impedance at the soma, ZN, which is the reference
ical observations on CAI pyramidal cells (Andersen et al., against which the dendritic values should be compared
1980). Thus, dendritic sites in these modeled hippocampal (Jacobsen and Pollen, 1968; Rinzel and Rall, 1974). In a
neurons were chosen to closely simulate physiological detailed theoretical model ofabranched neuron, values for
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Table I presents the average values of Zsp for the
dendritic domains outlined in Fig. 1. The dentate midmo-
lecular sites averaged 12.8 + 1.8 x 108 Ql (mean + SEM),
or 23.9 times the input impedance at the soma (ZN). The
CAl proximal sites averaged 12.8 ± 1.5 x 108 Q, or 42.7
ZN, while the distal sites averaged 58 times ZN. The
contribution of Z. to these average Zp values was <2%,
7
- ; t -* ,.* >since Zss = 0.22 x 108 Q. The most significant factor in
3! ;. .1 .s '; \ \- I determining Zspwas therefore the Zd value at the adjacent
7 | ' ' :" t 0i . * dendritic shaft. Hence, dendritic branching appeared to be
* . -',2 . a -4 the predominant factor in the calculation of the spine input
MiWs - \ \ @-#e impedances for these neurons (Koch and Poggio, 1983;| Il iIRall, 1974; Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1983).
3t - Asi;; X ; | | t ~~~~~~Fig. 2 B illustrates the frequency response of represnta-
f[: itive distal and proximal spine sites on a CAl pyramidal
neuron (the cell shown in Fig. 1 B). These two sites
possessed different X values (X = 0. 14X for the proximal
site and X = 0.67X for the distal site), but similar Z,p |
plots. Both curves are similar to the expected frequency
response for a semi-infinite cable (Jack and Redman,
1971). There was not a simple correlation between the
electrotonic distance to a site and the Z,p value for that site,
as suggested earlier by Rinzel and Rall (1974). The
dendritic sites exhibited a higher frequency response than
- -- 6L i X ; ---S-& - i- - .Xe: the input impedance at the soma (Fig. 5, Turner, 1984),
which suggests a faster decay for the dendritic sites than
X:i 2 a 4 for the somatic response.
~ ~ Voltage Transfer to the Soma
FIGURE 2 (A)Frequency-amplitude plot of the absolute value of spine . . .
input impedance, ZthesmTwo different dendritic sites are illustrated (highft
Z,pand low Z,p) for the dentate granule neuron of Fig. lA (time constant (VTd) or a dendritic spine at the same site (VT,p) were
of 12.6 ms). The two sites both possessed Xi - 0.54X. However, the separately calculated. Fig. 2 A shows the high-frequency
calculated Zp, varied by a factor of 10 (the two slowly decaying curves), loss for VT,p (both high Z,p and low Z,p sites), mainly
The faster-decaying curves are the absolute values of the voltage transfer, because of the inherent leakiness of the cable membrane.
VT,p l from the spine input site to the soma. The VTp curves represent
more severe low-pass filters than the Z,presponses. (B) Similar frequency-
amplitude plot, but for two representative spine sites on the CAI Zp I for any site, VTp, demonstrated a more substantial
pyramidal neuron of Fig. lB (time constant of 21.1 ms). Two sites were decrement at higher frequencies. The overall voltage trans-
selected that possessed the same Zp, value. However, one site was fer from a dendritic input site to the soma was nearly
proximal (Xi. - 0.14) and the other site was distal (Xi. - 0.67A). The inversely proportional to the input impedance for that site
curves oft Z.,p vs. frequency were almost identical for the two sites. The inv el pR al to The ip t pedanc f hite
faster-decaying functions present VTp I from each site to the soma. The (Rinzel and Rall, 1974). Thus, a site possessing a higherdistal VT.p curve demonstrated a more rapid decline in amplitude than the input impedance transferred relatively less voltage to the
proximal, as a function of frequency. This was expected, because of the soma. The high Z,p site in Fig. 2 A demonstrated an 1-0
longer cable length between the distal site and the soma. This graph times lower VT,p than the low Z,p site.
indicates that most of the high-frequency attenuation in the signal Fig. 2 B illustrates an amplitude vs. frequency plot of
transfer between spine and soma occurs in the electrotonic or passive voltage transfer to the soma for typical proximal and distaldecay through the cable segments.
sites of a CAl pyramidal neuron. These two sites calcu-
lated to possess similar Z,p values (5.1 x 108 Q) because of
the ratio Zd/ZN ranged from 5 to 200 (Rinzel and Rall, their location on similar-sized dendrites. However, the
1974). Thus, the present values fall within this theoretical voltage transfer was remarkably different. The distal site
range. In absolute terms, the present Zd values varied from (X = 0.67X) displayed more voltage loss at higher frequen-
1.5 x 108 to 5.0 x 109 Q. The Z,p values were slightly cies than the proximal site (X = 0.14X) because of the
higher when calculated directly and could be approxi- leakiness of a cable for higher frequencies. The degree of
mated by the equation Z,p = Zd + Zs. Even for the high-frequency loss was generally proportional to the
smallest value of Zd it is evident that the spine stem electrotonic distance of the transfer path. Thus, the process
resistance added <15% to the input impedance at the spine of passive electrotonic decay acted as a substantial low-
head. pass filter.
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TABLE I
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS FOR INPUTS ONTO DENDRITIC SPINES*
XJnt Soma waveform parametersl Charge parameters
Cyel (length ZD§ ZJ~ Dendritic 10-90% Time Inputil Transfer Synaptic"*typepl constants) spine Peak Somapeak Halfwidth
Rise time to peak nonlinearity to soma effectiveness
1O8Q 1O Q2 mV 4V r r r % % %
Dentate mid-molecular layer 0.71 12.5 12.8 19.6 100.2 0.22 0.47 1.03 29.6 51.4 37.5
(n = 72) 0.03 1.7 1.8 1.6 10.2 0.01 0.03 0.03 2.4 1.7 2.0
CAl proximal 0.32 12.6 12.8 21.3 82.1 0.10 0.21 0.59 30.4 81.8 57.1
(n = 36) 0.03 1.4 1.5 1.6 6.2 0.01 0.02 0.04 2.4 2.0 2.4
CAl distal 1.00 17.2 17.4 23.2 16.1 0.40 0.82 1.45 33.5 33.8 22.5
(n = 36) 0.04 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.9 0.03 0.05 0.04 2.3 2.6 2.0
P-valuett (t test) 0.001 0.04 0.04 NS <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 NS <0.001 <0.001
*Values are mean ± SE of mean, with the standard error on the lower line.
tXi, represents the average electrotonic distance to the dendritic spine sites, from the soma.
§Z5p is the input impedance into the spine head and ZD is the input impedence into the adjacent dendritic shaft.|1 These soma waveform parameters represent measurements of the soma response to a dendritic spine input.
1IThe input nonlinearity is the decrease in charge injection compared to the same conductance transient applied directly to the soma.
**This is a ratio from Barrett & Crill (1974). Synaptic effectiveness compares the amount of charge transferred to the soma from a spine input with the
charge injected for the same input directly to the soma.
tlThis value indicates the level of significance at which the null hypothesis (that the means are equal) can be rejected, for the two sets of CA1
parameters.
Voltage transfer across the spine neck averaged >98%
for the minimum spine dimensions used in the model. This ;..'
finding for transient voltage transfer parallels previous
steady state results (Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1983). X
Using Rall's (1974) framework for understanding Z., and
its relation to Zd, little voltage loss would be expected, since I I.
Zd >> Z. (Table I). Critical spine dimensions needed to
achieve even 10% attenuation across the spine neck were .104 .1
far out of the reported range and required a neck length of 3
>3 um for this diameter of spine neck. With larger neck
dimensions, the critical length for <90% transfer across the 0 , i 0 1
spine neck would be even longer. Hence, the present
minimum dimensions are the "worst case" example. _ __
Conductance Transients -
Fig. 3 A illustrates the input transient, g(T), of Eq. 3 32 lao {
(g-soma, faster curve) applied directly to the soma of a 3
dentate granule neuron. This conductance transient, plot- i\
ted for a= 50, had a peak at T = 0.02r and was essentially 5 . r. 600 from 0.1 ST onward. The slower curve in Fig. 3 A (Vsoma).
demonstrates the somatic voltage response to the conduc- I ii
tance transient, with a peak of -.870 uV. The total 00
integrated charge injected with this particular transient . *' 04 072> Q.";
was 6.7 x 10-'4 C, whereas the integrated conductance - ;No; 4 vI;i-
change was 12.0 x 10 ` S- ms. FIGURE 3 (A) The faster-rising and -decaying function (g.,,) portrays
The value for V, q, the equilibrium potential of an the conductance transient of Eq. 3, with a = 50. The time integral of this
excitatory synapse, was assumed to be 55 mV positive to transient was 12.0 x 10-'O°S-ms. This transient input was directly applied
the resting potential. This value has been derived from to the soma of a dentate granule neuron. The slower-rising and -decaying
considerationof the reversal potential "inCAIpyramidal transient is the somatic voltage response V__ to the somatic input. Allconsleratlnofhe rversa potetlalln tA pyraldal time values are expressed as normalized time (T = t/T). (B) An example
neurons (Hablitz and Langmoen, 1982) and from quantal of the conductance transient in A applied to a dendritic site. The resulting
studies on dentate granule cells (Crunelli et al., 1982; dendritic potential (Vdc,,,d) and somatic response (VOI, are illustrated.
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McNaughton et al., 1981). Because of the inaccessibility of has been termed the charge nonlinearity, after Barrett and
dendritic spine synapses, this value for VTq should be viewed Crill (1974). Both the average dendritic spine response and
as only an approximate figure, and it is less than the V¢q = charge nonlinearity are presented in Table I. The degree of
70 mV commonly used in motoneuron studies (Barrett and charge nonlinearity can be estimated by comparing a
Crill, 1974). current transient of the same form as Eq. 3 with the
Fig. 3 B shows a typical dendritic spine response (Vdefd) conductance transient.
to the conductance transient of Fig. 3 A and also the The slower transients (soma) in Fig. 4 A and B, portray
somatic response (V,.) to the dendritic input. The elec- the response at the soma resulting from passive propaga-
trotonic slowing in the passive cable propagation is also tion of the dendritic potential. The somatic transients for
demonstrated by the shift in peak of the two transients. these two sites were almost identical, except for a slight
difference in the time to peak. Thus, in spite of the large
Dentate Quantal Responses difference in size of the direct spine response (3.5 vs. 31.5
Fig. 4 illustrates the neuronal response to the conductance mV), the peak soma potential was approximately the same,
transient of Fig. 3 A, when applied directly to dendritic - 120 uV. Fig. 4 also demonstrates the finding that voltage
spines. Fig. 4 A shows the voltage responses for the low zSP transfer was generally inversely proportional to the Zsp
site analyzed in Fig. 2 A, and Fig. 4 B presents the values (Rinzel and Rall, 1974). These two sites possessed
responses for the high Zsp site in Fig. 2 A. Both of these the same electrotonic distance to the soma,X = 0.54X.
sites are from the mid-molecular region of the cell shown in The conductance transient of Fig. 3 A was applied to 72
Fig. 1 A. The faster transient (spine) in Fig. 4 A and B dendritic spine sites within the mid-molecular layer of the
represents the voltage response of the dendritic spine to the dentate granule neurons. The peak potential at the input
conductance change transient. The total height of this spine averaged 19.6 ± 1.6 mV (Table I). The average
response is approximately proportional to Zp. The site charge injected was calculated to be 29.6 ± 2.4% less than
possessing the smaller input impedance (Fig. 4 A) peaked when the same input transient was applied directly to the
at only 3.5 mV. However, the same input at the site with soma or applied as a current waveform (6.7 x 1I014 C).
the higher Z,p (Fig. 4 B) resulted in a peak potential of This loss of charge indicated significant nonlinearity
31.5 mV. The diminution in the peak voltage and the total caused by the decreased driving potential. The somatic
charge injected caused by the decreasing driving potential peak voltage averaged 100.2 ± 10.2 uV, which is close to
the value of 100 ,V observed physiologically in dentate
granule neurons (McNaughton et al., 1981). The somatic
4
________
W transient possessed a 10-90% rise time of 0.22 ± 0.01r, a
A o time to peak of 0.47 ± 0.03T, and a halfwidth of 1.03 +
0.03r. These waveform parameters are similar to measure-
532 -~jom 1*120! ments from a study of in vitro dentate granule neurons
(Barnes and McNaughton, 1980). The similarity to physi-
-
,1 b6° g ological reports suggests that the time course of the
conductance transient (<x = 50) lies in the approximately
correct range.
Xg~I4~3j sThe transient voltage transfer (from the spine to the
Om tw - .- z ' . .L- "° a soma) was calculated by comparing the peaks of the spine
head and somatic potentials (Table I). On the average, thisijS2t - l tt2O Etpeak comparison resulted in a ratio of 05%. This figure
can be compared with the steady state voltage transfer to
the soma from the same sites, which was 1.8%. Table I also
<no i presents the charge parameters, as described in Methods.
O ." - 0: The charge transfer portrays the percefitage of a steady0O.20O48 0.72 OM
mIizW Tim M state current input that is conveyed from these spine inputs
to the soma (averaging 51%), which was calculated using
FIGURE 4 This illustration presents the same two spine input sites on a Eq. 6. The estimate for overall synaptic effectiveness
dentate granule neuron as in Fig. 2 A. These sites both possessed Xic
0.54X, but calculated to have different Zsp values (by a factor of 10). (A) (Barrett and Crill, 1974) included the nonlinearity of the
represents the low Z,p site. The faster-rising and -decaying transient conductance transient and averaged less (37.5%). Thus,
(spine) portrays the spine voltage response to the conductance transient there are several estimates of the synaptic potency of
(shown in Fig. 3), with a peak of 3.5 mV. The slower-rising and -decaying quantal granule cell inputs to the mid-molecular region.
response (soma) is the resulting somatic voltage, with a peak of 131 UV. B The peak transient voltage may be the easiest to compare
illustrates the high Z7, site. The dendritic spine voltage response was 31 5
mV. However, the voltage transfer from this site to the soma was less with exeimna daa ic haafo'tioe
in A, and resulted in a similar somatic waveform. Electrical parameters simulate physiological observations of peak somatic volt-
for these dentate spine inputs are given in Table I. age (Crunelli et al., 1982; McNaughton et al., 1981).
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CAI Pyramidal Neuron Inputs electrotonic distance (Rinzel and Rall, 1974), but also
depends on branching parameters and dendritic diameters.
disthe indput xitrsiet, of Fi.3AI wasials applied to The other parameters listed in Table I also are significantlydistal and proximal sites of CAl pyramidal neurons, as difrnintepomaaddsalie.
defined in Fig. 1 B. The responses of the spines illustrated Thesemrin contrastito anphysiological
in Fig. 2 B (proximal and distal sites) are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 A shows the potential at the distal site (X = 0.67X), report, in which selective stimulation of proximal and
while Fig. 5 B portrays the response at the proximal site distal sites was performed (Anderson et al., 1980). In that
(X = 0.14X). Since the Zp values for these two sites were study, little difference in waveform parameters for proxi-
approximately identical, the spine potentials (the faster mal and distal sites was found. Their absolute range of
transients in Fig. 5) were also similar, when the time to parameter values was close to the present estimates when
paa tee apter. Hcorrected for an average time constant value of 15 ms
pea andwerthenpeaksofa tudeesompaicred.onsHowhev (Turner, 1984). Thus, Andersen et al (1980) found meanthe slower transients of the somatic responses to the vaue (frbt .rxmladdsalsts'f~.7 o h
dendritic inputs appeared quite different. Fig. 5 A shows 10-90% rise ti pr fremt aand1e.27r for
that the somatic response to the distal spine input resulted the h idothe, som r he se are intermeit
in a markedly attenuated and slowed transient, compared tohe rslf t of tae I hma y iaeit ate
with the proximal response. This difference was a general . . . '
finding for the comparison of the proximal and distal physiological observations recruited larger regions of thedendritic tree than have been simulated by the model.simuatins.Thesloingindiate th hih dgre of However, the magnitudes of the somatic waveform param-
frequency loss of the transfer path along the cable seg- Heersace mtoh se obsehed bymanesw e par(90
ments (Rinzel and Rall, 1974. Thslaiesfrhge eters are close to those observed by Andersen et al. (1980),mens (inzl l 19 ) i e n he which suggests a reasonable correlation of this model with
frequencies (as in Fig. 2 B) appears to be proportional to its silgica rate.
the electrotonic distance to a site. *pThe transient in ut onto a dendritic spime varied onlyThe averages for a number of these spine inputs and for p p y
various waveform parameters for the proximal and distal slightly from the equivalent direct shaft input. This small
sites are presented in Table I. Although there is a signifi- difference appeared to be due to the minimally higher Zsp
cant difference between theX values for the proximal and value, as compared with Zd (Table I). Thus, the discrep-
distal locations, the average peak spine potentials are ancy between the present results (Table I) and the physio-
approximately similar. This finding reinforces the concept logical report (Andersen et al., 1980) cannot be completely
that the input impedance is not a simple function of attributed to the nature of the dendritic spine inputs.
Waveform Parameters
CA1 Fig. 6 portrays the waveform parameters of the soma
A response to a dendritic spine input. These values are plotted
322 120
0,
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FIGURE 5 Spine inputs are presented for distal and proximal sites on the
CAI pyramidal neuron of Fig. lB. These two sites both possessed the
same 4p value. However, the somatic voltage responses to the spine inputs FIGURE 6A plot of two EPSP waveform parameters of the soma
were markedly different. The site possessing the longer electrotonic response to a spine input 10-90% rise time and halfwidth These values
compared~wIt th poim l* site shw in Be. Suc a ditic difrec taiv fo bot th dett an CA nern. Thr is a resnal liea
FIUEletrca Sparaeterpus are presented foin tln Tablelste o. the inpu sie Ths vaue were derve wit - 50in. Eq. i'1'.
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vs. the electrotonic distance to that site. There was little pared with physiological observations. If, as in motoneu-
difference in these parameters between the dentate and rons (Jack et al., 1981), the passive simulations can predict
CAl neurons (for the present input waveform of o = 50). the physiological observations, then one need not invoke
The results have been pooled and are representative for additional or complicating features. Major deviations from
both cell types. The regression lines indicate a close these assumptions might include either a nonuniformity of
relationship between theXvalue and both the 10-90% rise somatic and dendritic Rm or an active propagation of
time and the halfwidth. Such a close correspondence has transient potentials throughout the dendritic tree (An-
been both predicted and observed in motoneuron EPSPs dersen et al., 1980). These deviations of model predictions
(lansek and Redman, 1973; Jack and Redman, 1971; Rall, from the cable model assumptions may best be evaluated
1967). This linear relationship may allow the interpolation by careful comparisons with physiological data, as has
of an approximate X value for an EPSP site after evalua- been performed in motoneurons (Jack et al., 1981).
tion of the waveform parameters of the EPSP (Jack et al.,
1981). Generally, both the rise time and halfwidth values Dendritic Input Impedances and Voltage
fell within the predicted shape-index borders for motoneu- Transfer
rons (Jack et al., 1971) after correcting to normalized The wide range of input impedances for both dendritic
time.Tewd ag fiptipeacsfrbt edii
shaft and spine sites parallels the findings of a detailed
DISCUSSION neuron model (Rall, 1981; Rinzel and Rall, 1974). Most
previous reports have considered only simpler analytical
Cable Model Assumptions models for the study of dendrites (Horwitz, 1981; Jack and
The assumptionsandlimitatin it in tRedman, 1971; Rall, 1967). However, Barrett and CrillThegassmpntions andalysimitatis inherentdelin inthisemedo (1974) analyzed the arbitrary branching characteristics ofsegmental cable analysis have been delineated in the Poinsandmtnuos hyfudta h nu
preceding report (Turner, 1984). This cable model does impedanevlegnerally icey found that thel nput
appear to recreate adequately the physiologically observed distance vasuestedrbyt imlrneur models.the
response at the soma. The present calculations for simu- ddritic architectue of the.seimppc an nmeu s. sug
lated inputs at sites not directly accessible must be viewed dnrtcacietr fteehpoaplnuossg
.ated inputs at sites not directly accessible must be viewed gests that the Zd and Z,p values are not simple functions ofwithin the framework of the cable model assumptions. electrotonic distance. This finding is also true for the
These assumptions specifically include uniform membrane detailed branching model of Rinzel and Rall (1974), whereparameters, a passive membrane surface, smooth dendriticpasementes, a aGoi-e distriuonfsmall dendritic there is a complex relationship between electrotonic dis-
spimenes. and a Golgi-like distributionofsmalldendritic tance, membrane parameters, branch size, and branchspines. input impedance. Thus, in these "real" neurons, bothSeveral kinds of voltage-dependent conductances have electrotonic distance and branching characteristics are
been described for the somatic and dendritic membranes of required to predict the Zd and Zsp values. Similarly, thethese neurons (Nicoll and Alger, 1981; Traub and Llinas, major waveform-shaping feature appears to be the process
1979; Wong et al., 1979). Thus, the assumption of a purely of electrotonic, passive transfer from input site to thepassive membrane does not strictly hold. However, as with
motoneurons, there is a small excursion around the resting
potential (15-20 mV), which is relatively linear in the Excitatory Synaptic Inputs as Conductance
voltage response to current (Barrett and Crill, 1974;
Barnes and McNaughton, 1980; Turner, 1984). In the Changes
depolarizing direction from the resulting potential, there is Excitatory inputs have been modeled as both current
a mixture of rectifying conductances, both delayed and inputs (lansek and Redman, 1973; Jack et al., 1971, 1981)
anomalous (Barnes and McNaughton, 1980; Lux and and conductance transients (Barrett and Crill, 1974; Koch
Schubert, 1975; McNaughton et al., 1981; Nicoll and and Poggio, 1983; Rinzel and Rall, 1974). The latter
Alger, 1981; Wong et al., 1979). The overall effect of these appears to simulate adequately a chemical junction poten-
conductances may be either to depress (Joyner and West- tial since a fixed equilibrium potential is specifically
erfield, 1982) or enhance (Lux and Schubert, 1975) the included. The reduction of the driving potential, or loss of
efficacy of EPSPs at the soma, depending upon the balance charge injection, may be significant in this situation. The
of inward and outward currents activated. present analysis suggests at least a 20-30% loss of injected
Indirect evaluation as to "active" or passive EPSP charge for the conductance transients as compared with an
transfer is also possible (Jack et al., 1981). If we use the equivalent current input. However, in no instance was
hypothesis of purely passive membrane and voltage trans- there a "saturation" of the voltage response at the equilib-
fer (as in this study), then predictions can be made rium potential (Koch and Poggio, 1983) for this range of
regarding the passive shape and magnitude of EPSPs for parameter values. Jack et al. (1971) have used a range of
inputs to certain locations. These predictions can be coin- values of the parameter a(Eq. 2), from 12 to 100 (Iansek
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and Redman, 1973). The present value of cx = 50 was ity of the passive predictions and reported waveform
chosen as a representative midrange. However, the smaller parameters also suggests that the propagation of transient
unmyelinated and myelinated afferents in the hippocam- potentials in dentate neurons may be a passive process.
pus (Anderson et al., 1980) are likely to have much slower CA 1 Pyramidal Neuron Responses
action potential time courses than the myelinated Ia
afferents projecting onto motoneurons (Jack et al., 1981). The present calculations predict clear differences between
A value of a = 10 was also tried in a few calculations, but proximal and distal simulations on CAl pyramidal neu-
the predicted EPSP waveform parameters at the soma rons, which conflict with preliminary physiological obser-
were much longer than those physiologically measured vations (Andersen et al., 1980). This physiological report
(Anderson et al., 1980; Barnes and McNaughton, 1980). indicates little difference between proximal and distal
Thus, a value of x = 50 was felt to be the most consistent EPSPs following relatively focal stimulation of the den-
with the presently available physiological data in hippo- dritic trees of CAl pyramidal neurons. There may be
campal neurons. several reasons to account for this discrepancy. One major
possibility lies in the single input nature of the present
modeling calculations vs. the composite nature of the
Dentate Quantal Responses reported EPSP waveform indices. The use of composite
One major prediction of this study is the magnitude of the excitatory events, especially with inhibitory events super-
conductance change at a dendritic spine required to simu- imposed, may create difficulties in ascertaining exact
late a quantal response onto a dentate granule cell (Crun- waveform parameters of EPSPs (Alger and Micoll, 1982).
elli et al., 1982; McNaughton et al., 1981). The smooth However, the waveform parameters measured physiologi-
input transient of Fig. 3 A, when applied to spines in the cally fall intermediate to the present results. This consis-
mid-molecular layer, resulted in the same average peak tency suggests less discrete activation in the physiological
potential at the soma as that derived physiologically, a study (Andersen et al., 1980) than has been simulated with
value of -100 uV. This value inherently assumes, as the modeling data. Another reason for this discrepancy
discussed above, a purely passive transfer from the input between predictions and measurement might involve an
spine to the soma. Additionally, one synapse per incoming "active" process in the postsynaptic or dendritic region in
afferent fiber is assumed. Although the latter value is the CAl hippocampal neurons (Wong et al., 1979). If a
unknown for these cells, the number of synaptic contacts of similar process occurred at both proximal and distal sites,
IA afferents onto motoneurons has been found to range or at the junction of the two in the main apical shaft, a
from 5 to 20 histologically (Jack et al., 1981). Thus, the similarity of proximal and distal inputs might be observed
magnitude of the required conductance charge at each (Andersen et al., 1980). Thus, there are several potential
spine might be considerably less if, as in motoneurons, avenues of investigation regarding this difference between
more than one synapse commonly constitutes a single the model predictions and actual physiological observa-
afferent quantal response. A previous report was unable to tions.
distinguish between single and multiple afferent synapses, As long as the value of a in Eq. 3 remained constant,
except to indicate the probable relative independence of there was a significant difference between the proximal
multiple sites (McNaughton et al., 1981). Thus, closer and distal sites. However, the value of cx may be different
studies are required for these dentate neurons, to deter- for the two regions. If x is faster for the distal and slower
mine the actual number of sites per afferent fiber and to for the proximal sites, it might explain the similarity of
ascertain the variability of each. EPSPs at the soma. Also, as has been suggested in
The amount of charge injection required for this quantal motoneurons, there may be a variable sensitivity of the
event, 6.7 x IO- ' C, is significantly less than that postsynaptic receptors to the chemical transmitter (Jack et
measured for motoneurons, -3 x 10"' C (lansek and al., 1981). In that report, the amount of charge transferred
Redman, 1973). However, this injection must also charge to the soma from both proximal and distal synapses was
up a longer time constant in these hippocampal neurons. approximately identical. This is in contrast to theoretical
Other aspects of this dentate quantal response are compa- neuron models (Rall, 1967) and also the present study,
rable to motoneuron values (Barrett and Crill, 1974), wherein less charge is transferred to the soma from distal
including a charge nonlinearity of 20-30% and the pre- as compared with proximal synaptic sites (Table I).
dicted dendritic response of 15-20 mV (Table I). The Another possible reason for the discrepancy is the speed
integral of the conductance change, 12.0 x 10`' S-ms, and nature of the incoming afferent fibers, which are
appears significantly less than the magnitude predicted for relatively slow in conduction. More physiological study is
motoneurons (40 x 10 1- S.-ms; Barrett and Crill, 1974). required to confirm these proximal and distal results for
Thus, in terms of specific parameters, the predicted quan- smaller inputs, which may approach the quantal size used
tal input value from this report appears to recreate the here. Such smaller inputs may be below the threshold for
observed physiological responses adequately. The similar- any active dendritic amplification.
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Dendritic Spines the larger neocrotical spine measurements reported by
Jacobsen (1967). When combining the more appropriate
Because of their small size and inaccessibility, the role of spine measurements with the dendritic dimensions and
dendritic spines has not been adequately clarified by impedances Koch and Poggio have reported, spine elec-
physiologic studies. However, many hypotheses of spine trical loss of <10% would be expected, in concordance with
function have pointed to the possibility of signal loss across the present study. Additionally, Koch and Poggio used only
the thin spine neck (Diamond et al., 1971; Fifkova and one neuron for all of their calculations, rather than averag-
Anderson, 1981; Fifkova and Van Harreveld, 1977; Koch ing across several neurons, as in the present study. Also,
and Poggio, 1983; Rall, 1974). These hypotheses indicate their single neuron was taken from a Golgi study and had
that the thin spine neck is likely to produce a significant no physiological controls for RN, T, or Rm. It is difficult to
loss of the synaptic signal in its path from spine head to infer even a wide range of accuracy for Koch and Poggio's
dentate shaft. As pointed out by Rall (1974), one of the calculations, since basic parameters were arbitrarily
critical determinations in assessing spine electrical attenu- assumed and not matched to each cell. Thus, considering
ation is the comparison of the spine neck impedance (Z,, ) the lack of any controls on basic parameters, the use of only
with the input impedance into the dendritic branch at the one Golgi-stained neuron, and the application of inappro-
base of the spine (Zd). Although Rall suggested a wide priate spine dimensions, Koch and Poggio's specific conclu-
range of possible values for both Z. and ZD, he presented sions do not appear warranted.
no data on the actual range of either value for a particular However, their framework of calculations is very reason-
cell. Thus, Rall (1974) and Rinzel and Rall (1974) have able and parallels that used in the present study. Hence,
established a good theoretical framework for the electrical Koch and Poggio's general concepts regarding spine func-
understanding of spines, but neither report has suggested tion may indeed be applicable in some setting other than
any actual parameter values. Koch and Poggio (1983) do CAl and dentate hippocampal neurons. In these neurons,
present calculated values for Zd and compare these with a however, the present data clearly indicate that spines
range of spine dimensions, but this report has serious flaws neither saturate with conductance charge inputs nor are
(see below). they effective in controlling the attentuation of synaptic
The length constant of the dendritic spine was calculated inputs. In addition, the present results are relatively insen-
to be -0.005X. Since charge transfer depends partially on sitive to changes in spine neck diameter of length or in the
electrotonic distance, little charge or current loss would be magnitude of conductance charge input.
expected across the spine neck, which is in agreement with The meaning of the alterations in spine dimensions
Koch and Poggio (1983). These average dimensions do not, noted with electrical stimulation of the dentate gyrus
however, include the wide variability of dendritic spine (Fifkova and Anderson, 1981; Fifkova and Van Harreveld,
sizes (Jacobsen, 1967; Peters and Kaiserman-Abramof, 1977) is also unclear. These reports indicate that the spine
1970; Scheibel and Scheibel, 1968; Wenzel et al., 1973). I necks increase in diameter after stimulation. This would
have used the minimum observed neck dimensions imply only an increase in electrical transfer across the
throughout the calculations in order to estimate the "worst spine neck, from a large value of 98% to almost 100%.
case" situation. Thus, even the minimum spine dimensions There may certainly be other significant factors regarding
do not suggest significant electrical loss when combined both possible structural and biochemical roles of dendritic
with the calculated dendritic input impedances (Rall, spines (Crick, 1982; Gray, 1982; Purpura, 1974; Swindale,
1974; Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1983). Larger spine 1981) that are beyond this study.
necks would exhibit even less voltage loss than the present In developmental studies of dentate neurons (Cotman et
minimum neck dimensions. However, longer spine necks al., 1973), the appearance of spines clearly lags behind the
might suggest a more significant role for spines, though the formation of dendritic synapses. In early stages of postna-
neck would need to be longer than 3.0 Aim in order to incur tal development, the synapses are mainly of the asymmet-
even a 10% decrement in voltage transfer. ric type and are attached to dendritic shafts directly. The
Another recent theoretical study has attempted to com- formation of spines (Wenzel et al., 1981) comes much
bine dendritic measurements with conductance change later, and extends into adulthood. It is not clear whether
spine inputs (Koch and Poggio, 1983). However, there are there is a further absolute increase in the number of
considerable problems in interpreting their conclusion that synapses, or merely a development into the axo-spinous
for "reasonable" spine dimensions, transient spine inputs synapses of those already formed. Thus, the small dendritic
may "saturate" (to the equilibrium potential) or be signifi- spines appear to be structural enhancements of an often
cantly attenuated across the spine neck. The first difficulty already present synapse. Peters and Kaiserman-Abramof
is that the spine dimensions they used in the calculations (1970) have suggested that the formation of spines may
were not appropriate for their single neocortical pyramidal promote the continued increase in complexity of the corti-
cell. Unfortunately, Koch and Poggio applied the dimen- cal neuropil during maturation, by preventing corkscrew-
sions of either hippocampal spines or invertebrate spines ing and other deviations by axons. Thus, spines may be
(bee calycal interneurons) to their model, instead of using structural elongation of the postsynaptic cell, in response to
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some unknown influcnce bN the prcsNnalptic axon. rmthcr
thbn ai spcific clement in the electrical processing of
synaptic signals (Swindalle 1 9X ).
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